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VCD No.2102, Audio Cassette No.2588, 

Dated 30.11.15, at Narela MM (Delhi) Part-1. 

Clarification of Murli dated 19.06.66 (for Bks) 

A night class dated 19.06.1966 was going on. A topic about the lokik (worldly) 

studies and the alokik
1
 studies was being discussed. It was said: Baba says, “Become upright 

(sulte) now”. All of them are upside down (ulte); we see that their face is on that side; the 

face is towards that study which is called the materialistic study. The entire world has become 

materialistic (bhautikvaadi). The five elements: earth, water, wind, fire, sky, which form this 

body, are called ‘bhuut’. But the body made of the five elements is separate and the soul is 

separate. The five elements are perishable and the soul is imperishable. People are going to 

perish while studying the materialistic knowledge of these five elements. They want to break 

the same branch of the world on which they are sitting with the atom bombs. They want to 

burn the entire world into ashes. Their intellect has become opposite in this way while 

analysing those materials. So, they have become upside down because of that study. So, Baba 

says: I leave them. Which Baba? Brahma Baba. Accha, [I leave] those who are busy in 

studying that materialistic knowledge, who don’t listen to Baba, who are inclined towards 

that knowledge; and [who don’t listen to] the knowledge of aadhyatmavaad (spirituality) that 

Baba teaches; adhi means inside, aatma means soul. He teaches the knowledge pertaining to 

the inside of a soul: what a soul is, how it enters this world cycle and passes through the cycle 

of 84 or fewer births. 

So, the knowledge of many births is the knowledge of Raja Yoga, which is famous as 

the knowledge of the Gita; there is only one book in which it has been written, God speaks 

(Bhagwaanuwaac). But it is the human beings who have made these books. Whichever 

religious fathers come, Abraham, Buddha, Christ, Guru Nanak, they don’t sit and write any 

book. They sit and narrate orally. The extent to which they understand the truth, they make 

the others assimilate the truth to that extent. But all of them are gurus. It is said that the 

Sadguru is the One and there are many gurus. The Sadguru gives the knowledge of what truth 

is, which is called Satyam Shivam Sundaram
2
. 

So, Baba says: Study whichever knowledge you wish to study. You may study the 

knowledge of aadhyatmavaad that God teaches. Only the One, God teaches [it]. He alone 

knows the story of many births of each soul because He is beyond the cycle of birth and 

death. All the other human souls pass through the cycle of birth and death, so they forget. So, 

the One who is forever Shiva, the One who remains in the soul conscious stage forever, He is 

called niranjan (the untainted One), niraakaar (Incorporeal). He is ajanma (the One who 

isn’t born). Because of being ajanma He has the knowledge of all the three aspects of time. 

The souls which pass through the cycle of birth and death forget all the topics of the past and 

they don’t know what has to happen in the future births either. So, He says: Now, you may 

study wherever you wish. Otherwise, the atomic energy is ready now. 70-78 years ago, there 

were neither so many Gods in India nor had the atomic energy been developed.  

When that God comes, He prepares a new world of Brahmins through Brahma. Just 

like nine big religions have spread in the world and the souls that convert to those religions, 

earlier they were the subjects of Lakshmi-Narayan in the beginning of the Golden Age, they 
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were the subjects of Ram in the beginning of the Silver Age, those souls perfect with 16 

celestial degrees, 14 celestial degrees, converted to other religions while passing through the 

dualistic Copper Age. Those other main religions are: Islam, Buddhism, Christianity, 

Shankaracharya’s Sanyas religion, Mohammad’s Muslim religion, Guru Nanak’s Sikhism - 

the history of all of them is available - Maharshi Dayanand’s Arya Samaj and last there are 

the Russia’s atheists (naastik), Lenin [and] Stalin, who killed the kings. When God comes, 

He teaches the Raja Yoga of the Gita and makes [us] kings. And ever since these religious 

fathers come, the human beings have to become maids and servants
3
. No one knows how 

many Hindus converted to other religions. 

Actually, that Hinduism, the name Hindu has been given based on [the name] 

Hindustan, the place of the Hindus. No religion is named after a place. A religion is named 

after the father of the religion. For example, Buddhism through Buddha, Christianity through 

Christ, the Muslim religion through Mohammad and the Sikhism of Nanak who doesn’t say, 

‘No’ (na) to the truth. It has always been the protector of the Ancient Deity Religion. It can 

be seen in the history that the extent to which these Sikhs made sacrifices for India, for the 

Indian civilization, even the Hindus didn’t make as many sacrifices. Their protector is the one 

who learns Raja Yoga and becomes the fifth Pandava. The first protector, Sahdev, the one 

who co-operates with the souls of the Deity Religion. He was always a helper. He is a helper 

even now and he will become a helper in the future, too.  

These are the nine religions, which start from the dualistic Copper Age. Earlier, there 

was non- duality, one religion, one kingdom, one clan, one language, one opinion in the 

Golden and the Silver Age. There was one kingdom in the entire world. The rule of Narayan 

is famous in the Golden Age and the kingdom of Ram is famous in the Silver Age, but who 

established these kingdoms? Who established their dharma (religion) meaning dhaarnaa
4
? 

Narayan and Ram, they were deities. Deities are bound with celestial degrees. Narayan is said 

to be perfect with 16 celestial degrees and Ram is said to be perfect with 14 celestial degrees. 

These deities who are bound with celestial degrees, who made them perfect with 16 celestial 

degrees? In the Iron Age [the souls are] devoid of celestial degrees because of being 

influenced by these vidharmi
5
 religious fathers. The oldest country India, because of being 

the most ancient, the residents of this place pass through the fourth stage. 

Everything in the world passes through four stages; let it be a mountain, a river, a 

human being, an animal, a shop or a house or anything. For example, when a human being is 

in his infancy (shaishav avastha), childhood (baalpan), he is satopradhan, no vice is visible 

in him. The face appears to be cheerful. The second stage is adolescence (kishor avastha). 

Through the colour of the company of the society, he is definitely coloured by the company, 

isn’t he? The stage goes down. That [stage] is called satva saamaanya. Then rajopradhan is 

the stage of youth. And last is the old age. The end of the old age is death. In this world of the 

Copper Age and the Iron Age, whoever dies, he dies in the tamsi
6
 stage. This is why they 

(human beings) definitely have to come in the cycle of birth and death. 

These are the stages of the Indians who are called Hindus. Those Hindus themselves 

have always been converting to other religions, the Hindus who belonged to the Deity 
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Religion, to the Sanatan (Ancient) Religion earlier, they were the children of the eldest son of 

Brahma, Yogiishwar Sanatkumar. This Ancient Religion was established by that Yogiishwar 

Sanatkumar. And who gave that Sanatkumar the title of the Iishwar of the yogis? Who taught 

him the knowledge? It is said, ‘Gurur Brahma, gurur Vishnu, gururdevo Maheshwarah, 

gurusaakshaat Parambrahm tasmai shri guruve namah
7
. Sanatkumar’s father Brahma 

becomes the first guru [to teach] the first knowledge. Then Vishnu and Mahesh are 

numberwise (one after the other). Mahesh means mahaa iish, Mahadev. The head of all the 

deities.  

Who made that Mahadev who is named Shankar into Mahadev? Is Shankar a muurti 

or is he amuurt? Muurti means corporeal, a bodily being. Amuurt means incorporeal, the one 

who doesn’t have a muurti (a body). Shiva is incorporeal, amuurt and Shankar is corporeal, 

with a muurti. There are two souls. One is in the form of nar. Nar means a human being. 

Who? Is it Shankar or Shiva? Shankar. He is shown sitting in a stage of remembrance. Is the 

one who is sitting in remembrance greater or is the one who teaches remembrance greater? 

Remembring God is the greatest task because it is through the mind and intellect that 

someone remembers. All the other tasks of the world are performed through the other 

indriyaan
8
. It is correct that the indriyaan are very powerful ‘indriyaaniparaanyaahu

9
’, but 

what is more powerful than the indriyaan? ‘Indriyebhya parammanah’ [i.e.] that which is 

beyond the indriyaan is the mind, which is called Manu; Manu who thinks and churns. He is 

also named Brahma. So, Brahma is beyond all the indriyaan; it may be through the mind, 

words or actions. There are five sense organs (gyaanendriyaan) as well as there are five parts 

of the body used for performing actions (karmendriyaan). 

For example, there are five Indian religions that think and churn among the vidharmis. 

Buddhism has been [established] within 2500 years. It has been established by a human 

being. [There is] the Sanyas religion of Shankaracharya. He was also a human being. Was he 

a man or Narayan? What was he? He was a man. Guru Nanak was also a man and Maharshi 

Dayanand was also a man who spread semi-atheism, because they do believe in God but they 

don’t believe in deities. God comes and makes a man into Narayan. A deity perfect with 16 

celestial degrees is called Narayan. So, he (Maharshi Dayanand) was a semi-atheist. It is from 

these very semi-atheists that the communism of China, Russia has come up. They are 

completely atheists. They don’t believe in God. They don’t believe in heaven either. There is 

nothing like heaven or hell. They don’t believe in the soul. They give importance just to the 

five elements; through the analysis of those five elements those atheists of Russia prepared 

the atom bombs. It is those Russians who invented the atom bombs - They are completely 

materialistic - although America has gone ahead of everyone in preparing atom bombs at this 

time.  

These are the two superpowers of the world. They show their might to the entire 

world based on the atom bombs. They don’t know at all that the atom is a material power. It 

is included in the five elements. There is a power higher than this, which controls it. It is the 

power of aadhyatmavaad, which controls materialism. ‘Adhi’ means inside, ‘aatm’ means the 

power within the soul. There is only one God who is called Shiva, who explains about the 

philosophy, the power within the soul. Shiva is separate and Shankar is separate. Shiva is 

                                                             
7
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niranjan (unblemished), niraakaar (incorporeal), nirvikaari (without vices), nirahankari 

(egoless) and He is that forever. He is called SadaaShiv
10

. Have you ever heard 

Sadaashankar (forever Shankar)? No. He is forever in this world, he doesn’t die, he isn’t 

born. Who? Shankar. But he isn’t called Sadaashankar. It is always said, “SadaaShiv”. That 

SadaaShiv isn’t a resident of this world. It is said for Him: highest is Your Abode, highest is 

Your name, highest is Your task; where the Father of the souls lives is mentioned in the Gita. 

Are all of us a body or a soul? What are we? (Students: soul.) A symbol of the soul is 

depicted among the Indians; mothers apply a bindi, men apply a tiika
11

. This is the symbol of 

being constant in the soul conscious stage. It proves that the soul that controls the body, the 

indriyaan of the body, is the king. Will a king sit in a low part (adhoang) - ‘adho’ means low 

- or will he sit in a high part (uttamaang)? So, this (Baba indicated the forehead) is the high 

part. For that, it has been said in the Gita, ‘Bhruvormadhyepraanmaaveshya samyak’. In the 

last moments, you should focus and remember the life like soul in the middle of the forehead. 

If you leave the body in the soul conscious stage, you will reach the home of the Supreme 

Soul Father. That is the home of all of us souls. The Father’s home is the children’s home. 

Where is the Father’s home? It has certainly been mentioned in the Gita ‘Na tat bhasayate 

suryo, na shashanko’. What? The place where neither the light of the sun nor the light of the 

moon nor the light of these stars and planets reach ‘tat dhaama paramam mam’; that is My 

Supreme Abode (paramdhaam). I am the resident of that Supreme Abode, Brahmlok. And 

that itself is the home of you children.  

When the great destruction (mahapralay) takes place, all of you children in the form 

of souls leave the body in that period of atomic destruction and come to My abode. I take you 

[back]. How do I take you [back]? I sit you children on the eyes and take you [back]. I take 

you [back] by giving you the introduction of the soul; I take you [back] by giving you the 

introduction of this destructible world, the destructible creation. There are four phases of this 

world as well. Satwapradhan the Golden Age [and] satwasaamanya the Silver Age, is the 

heavenly world, which is created by God, who always remains in the stage of the self 

(swasthiti). Shankar doesn’t create it. Shankar doesn’t remain in swasthiti all the time. He is 

shown to be practicing in the picture, just like the other religious fathers are shown in the 

incorporeal stage. Look at their pictures carefully. Look at Christ. Look at his face carefully. 

Look at Buddha. Look at Guru Nanak. That incorporeal stage, the soul conscious stage is 

visible through their face. They are sitting in the remembrance of the point of light soul. They 

are not in the remembrance of the body. The body made of nature, the five elements is 

destructible. So you shouldn’t remember the destructible thing. 

Those religious fathers are showing an incorporeal high stage like that of the Father 

because it is their first birth on this earth. He, who is called niranjan, niraakaar Shiva is the 

Father of all the religious fathers. Well, some children have less power; some children have a 

lot of power. The elder child will definitely have more power. Why? It is because the birth of 

the eldest child [takes place after] his parents have led a life of celibacy, a pure life for a long 

time. The first child is born as the result of a long term celibacy. This is why you must have 

seen in history that the kings didn’t give kingship to their younger son. Whom did they give it 

to? They gave the kingdom to the eldest child. Where does this tradition start? All the 

traditions of the world start from the time God comes. Mamvartamaanuvartante manushyaha 
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paarth sarvashah. God has said in the Gita: All the human beings of the entire world follow 

My path from time to time. When did the Supreme Father Supreme Soul establish those 

elevated traditions? When did He create that new world of the deities, the Golden Age ? You 

should think [about it]. When will the new house like world be constructed? Will it be broken 

and built in the satopradhan stage? Or will the house be broken in the satosamanya stage or 

in the rajopradhan stage? Or, when the house reaches its tamopradhan stage, when every 

door is broken, when every door leaks, when there is no place to sit, when the house like 

world reaches such condition, only then does God come.  

The human gurus have written this very idea in an opposite way. God comes and 

narrates the essence of the Gita made by human beings; He narrates the essence of all the 

scriptures. There is this essence in that Gita, it is mentioned in it. But the human beings, the 

sages and holy men have interpreted the essence in a nonsensical way. It has been written in 

the Gita ‘sambhavaami yuge-yuge’. It was interpreted as “I come in every age”. But this isn’t 

the meaning. Where is the necessity for God to come in the Golden Age? There, it is anyway 

the Age of Narayan, who is perfect with 16 celestial degrees. It has been written in the 

scriptures that there in the Golden Age, everyone, every human being is perfect with 16 

celestial degrees. It is indeed written, yet it was interpreted this way. [They say:] God comes 

in the Golden Age to kill Hiranyakashyap
12

. God comes in the Silver Age to kill Ravan. Arey! 

They explain the meaning of Ravan ‘raavaite lokaan iti Ravan’ [meaning] the one who 

makes people cry is Ravan. So, do people cry in the Iron Age or in the Golden Age, or in the 

kingdom of Ram? This kingdom of Ravan has spread in the Iron Age world. All the ten 

religious fathers, who take on the vidharmi, degraded form, whose followers become 

degraded; all of those ten [people] together become the form of Ravan. Five forms are male 

forms: lust, anger, greed, attachment, ego. 

Among them, the lustful ones are the people of Islam. Ever since this Abraham, the 

people of Islam came from the dualistic Age, the Copper Age, at that time everyone belonged 

to the Deity Religion in India. He came and established Islam. So, he converted numerous 

people to his religion. What conversion did he do? What transformation did he bring? The 

deities are unadulterous (avyabhichaarii). The word ‘devataa’ (deity) is formed from ‘divya’ 

(divine). And these Abraham, Buddha, Christ, Guru Nanak, the religious fathers who come… 

All these are vicious religions. There is one or the other vice prominent in all the religions. 

There is more vice of lust in Islam because Abraham comes alone; he doesn’t have his own 

generation in India. In order to increase their generation, they marry brothers and sisters. 

They don’t marry with just one, they marry many times. Their religion gives them the 

freedom to marry many times and to divorce many times. Doesn’t divorce between a husband 

and a wife bring sorrow? Do they become happy? So, this is the face of the vice of lust. 

The Christian religion came. All these are the left side faces of Ravan. What does the 

left hand do? What do we do with the right hand? We perform noble tasks, we give 

donations. And we clean dirt through the left hand. These are the religions that bring the dirt 

of the vice of lust and their [history of the vice of lust] continues. Then the next religion 

comes after 500 years – Christianity – the most wrathful one. They are so wrathful that they 

don’t consider that what they are making, the atomic energy, will bring the destruction of the 

entire world and along with it they will also be destroyed. Their intellect becomes so tamsi 

(degraded). For example, when a person comes home seething in anger, he starts breaking the 
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utensils of his own home. He starts beating his wife and children. Those who become his 

companions in his life forever, those who become his helpers, he starts venting his anger on 

them. So, this is the vice of anger. The second head of Ravan. 

The third head is greed. In history, which is the religion in which this kind of greed 

has spread through that when their eyes fell on the immense wealth of India, they came here 

and looted, plundered and robbed it; they caused bloodshed? Which religion is it? It is the 

Muslim religion established by Mohammad. Next is attachment (moh). Moh sakal vyaadhin 

kar muula. (attachment is the root cause of all diseases). The root cause of various kinds of 

diseases and sorrow that emerge in the Iron Age is this attachment, the darkness of 

attachment. This extreme attachment starts when Maharshi Dayanand comes. What does he 

do? He gives freedom to the people of all the religions ‘anyone can come and become a 

Hindu’. It is the souls of India which kept converting to other religions. Are the souls which 

leave their own religion and go to other religions the elevated souls? Are they [elevated]? No. 

Swadharme nidhanam shreyah pardharmo bhayaavah. There is the spiritual 

instruction in the Gita, ‘It is better to die in one’s own religion. To convert to other religions 

is very fearsome, very frightening’. Will those who convert you and take you to their religion 

make you a king? Or will they make you maids and servants? They make you maids and 

servants. Sabte sevak dharma kathora (the duty to serve is the most difficult one). A servant 

is called sevak. The duty of a servant and a maid is very lowly. Among all the religions, 

especially from the time these human religions begin, all of them make the Indians 

subordinate. They make them subordinates and make them servants and maids. The English 

people came in India, what did they do before leaving? They destroyed the kings. God 

teaches Raja Yoga and makes kings before going. A king is independent (swaadhiin). God 

comes and teaches the lesson of freedom. Nar means human being. This world is made into 

hell by nar. Shiva, who remains in the stage of the self (swasthiti) forever makes this world 

heaven and then goes. The history is a proof. Ever since these human religious fathers came, 

has the world fallen with regards to mentality or has it risen high? It has fallen. The mentality 

of souls being brothers has ended. This one is a Hindu, this one is a Muslim, this one is poor, 

this one is rich, this one is prosperous, this one is a beggar; the feeling of diversity emerged. 

The feeling of being low and high emerged. 

So, these human religious fathers come within 2500 years and create a hellish world. 

In today’s world, in the world of 500-700 crores, are there more sorrowful people or are there 

more happy people? (Students: there are more sorrowful people.) And is the high number of 

sorrowful people increasing or decreasing? (Students: it is increasing.) All these human 

religions have become tamopradhan. Those who were named Hindus became the most 

tamopradhan for being influenced by these foreigners and by converting to other religions. 

When the Indians have such tamsi stage, God comes in India. Arey! Why does God come 

only in India? Why doesn’t He come in the foreign countries? He should also come in the 

foreign countries, shouldn’t He? Aren’t the children of the Supreme Soul Father, the souls 

present in the foreign countries? They are. When God comes and teaches the lesson of the 

soul, all the souls either don’t learn that lesson of the soul conscious stage or they study it 

according to their capacity. Those who learn the lesson completely have the complete 84 

births. 

In this world of four ages… This is a drama, isn’t it? There are three-four scenes in a 

drama; so, there are four scenes of this world stage as well. In all these four scenes, there are 
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very few souls that play an all round part who remain constant in the soul conscious stage 

and radiate the shine of knowledge, the light of the soul in the entire world at the time of 

destruction. How many are they? They are the stars of the sky, which give light. And these 

children of God are the stars of the earth. What is the number of those stars? (Students: Nine 

lakh.) These are nine lakh stars, among which half of the stars [meaning] four and a half lakh 

[stars] are of the day. Arey! Will there be stars in the day time as well or not? Won’t there be? 

There are. And [the remaining] four and a half lakh are the stars of the night. The living stars 

of the day of this earth use all their powers in revealing God. They keep God, the Father in 

front. They keep the light of their knowledge, their power of yoga merged in God; this is why 

it is famous in the world ‘son shows father and father shows sons’. 

The Father wants to reveal His children before the world. And what do the children 

do? They reveal the Father. This tradition has been continuing even to this day. When 

someone opens a big shop, a firm, a factory, what does he name it? ‘…& sons company’. 

There is the name of the father before ‘&’. Is there or not? Where did this tradition begin? 

Who started it? When God comes in the end of the Iron Age, when He has the atomic energy 

made; who? Who becomes the instrument? Har-har, bam-bam. Destruction through Shankar 

is famous. God doesn’t bring about destruction Himself. He has made Shankar the 

instrument. Through what does destruction happen? And how does establishment happen? 

How does construction happen and how does disintegration happen? When these vicious, 

lustful, wrathful, greedy, those with attachment, egotistic religious fathers and their followers 

come, does the disintegration of the world happen or does the establishment of the new world 

take place? Disintegration takes place. Now the world is on the verge of complete 

disintegration. (End of the VCD; continued in vcd 2105.) 


